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INTRODUCTION

PIRACY AROUND THE WORLD
Piracy is a growing menace around the world. Most
major publishers with significant international markets
suffer from piracy, and this is particularly the case for
those who publish in the English language.

CAMPAIGNS
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Step 2: Start on a process of communication as laid
out in the sample letters published here. The purpose of
these letters is to give individual publishers or small
groups of publishers the means to address the problem
of piracy in its initial stages, either in those places where
collective campaigns are not being waged or where
publishers simply seek individual redress. See also
Communicating with the Pirates below.

Collective campaigns at various stages of development
are happening in different parts of the world. The PA is
campaigning in India, Pakistan, Turkey and China. The
American Association of Publishers is involved in
anti-piracy work in China (with the PA), Vietnam, the
Philippines, Taiwan, Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong,
Indonesia and Malaysia.

Step 3: Having embarked on communicated with the
pirates and threatened legal action, you need to
consider whether you are going to follow this through.

ACTING INDEPENDENTLY

- What is the likelihood of success? Have there been
any other successes in the region, either in the book
industry or in other industries with IP interests such
as software and music?

Owing to limited resources, formal collective campaigns
are not being waged in every part of the world where
piracy is on the increase, for example the Middle
Eastern Markets.
The aim of this booklet is to give you some pointers as
to what you might do if you wish to act alone or to take
action as part of a self-organised collective.
Here are six suggested steps in the process of dealing
with your piracy problem:

SIX-STEP PROGRAMME
Step 1: Get hold of the evidence. When dealing with a
bookseller, try to buy sample copies of the offending
materials. It is important to obtain a receipt for these
copies. When dealing with a pirate publisher/printer if
you cannot buy direct, try to find out where the books
are being sold and get hold of copies there.

- Are you prepared to embark on what may be a
relatively long and possibly expensive process?
- Are you going to go into this alone or to try to gain
the support of others in the region?

- What is the legislative framework in which you will be
operating? Do the copyright laws in your territory allow
you a chance of success.
Having decided to engage with the pirates legally, you
need to choose your legal advisor carefully. In time the
PA intends to build a small database of useful lawyers
in territories around the world. In the meantime, contact
your local offices, reps, wholesalers or distributors for
recommendations. You might also contact your
opposite numbers in other publishing houses.
Internet searches will reveal a number of lawyers
working in the field of IP. Be careful! Much of the work
they do may be for large, multinational operations in
other industries such as software, pharmaceuticals or
luxury branded goods. The fees that law firms have
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been able to demand have led to fee expectations that
you may not feel are not just. Even in the developing
world, be warned that fees for international firms do not
reflect local salaries and can be $250 per hour or more.
Do not rule out using a good local lawyer who may offer
the benefit of not only cost effectiveness, but also a
better local network and understanding of local culture.
Step 4: If you wish to pursue the pirates through the
courts then your law firm will advise on next steps. If the
target is a retailer then it is likely the amount of
evidence obtained need not be large – that is, it may be
possible for you to proceed to Step 5 fairly rapidly. The
lawyer will work with local law enforcement officers and
a raid, followed by arrests, will be made. You may wish
to consider if this is what you want to do, since it may
be more important for you to source the pirate
publisher/printer. Discuss with your lawyer what
strategies might be employed in order to secure
information about the pirate publisher/printer. It may
be that the retailer will trade his infringing stock and
information on the source in exchange for you not
pressing charges.
If your target is a publisher/printer of pirated books,
your lawyer will probably recommend engaging a
security company (or they may have a security set-up of
their own). The security company will initiate a
surveillance operation to uncover where books are being
printed, warehoused and, ideally, how and where they
are being supplied. Having gathered evidence, your
dossier will then be presented to local law enforcement
authorities and a raid will be conducted to seize
evidence. During the intelligence-gathering phase you
will almost certainly discover evidence of illegal copies
of titles from other publishers. At this stage you may
wish to approach these other publishers to see if they
want to be involved. This is desirable, since the result
will be bigger and your costs will be spread.

Step 5: Having seized the books you may wish to issue
a press release. This will highlight to other pirates the
fact that they are not operating in a consequence-free
environment and act as a discouragement to them.
Step 6: Your lawyer will advise as to the next steps. You
have a choice of pursuing the pirates through either the
criminal courts or through the civil courts. Your lawyer
will explain the difference between the two processes.
One important issue to bear in mind is the likely
timescale of a criminal action – how swift are the courts
in bringing criminals to justice? Equally, you will need to
be advised on the likely cost, length and any local
complications of a civil case – for example, the law may
require the presence of the copyright holder during trial
or even the author.

COMMUNICATING WITH THE PIRATES
The numbers below refer to the sample letters
published in this booklet:
1A A relatively mild rebuke to a party suspected of
involvement in publishing/printing an unauthorised
translation of copyright material. You may wish to use
this style of letter if you have doubts as to whether the
offender is fully aware that they are engaged in piracy.
The milder tone might be for a valued customer who is
mixing legitimate and illegitimate stock and with whom
you will need to maintain a business relationship no
matter what the outcome of the letter.
1B As above for an unauthorised reprint.
2 Initial letter to a bookseller dealing in illegal copies.
3 A firmer letter to a publisher/printer, using an
unauthorised reprint as the model, which includes a list
of five undertakings the offender is required to make.
This letter may be used in preference to either 1 or 2
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above if you want your opening shots to have a more
serious tone. This can be adapted for a bookseller.

• Local trade association (for publishers, booksellers or
both)

4 A follow-up letter to any of the above letters when
you have received no response. The letter finishes with
a threat of legal action.

• State Intellectual Property Office (or even Patent
Office) – if this exists

If after sending letter 4 you still do not receive a
satisfactory response, then you have two alternatives.

A NOTE OF CAUTION

a. The first is to place the matter in the hands of
lawyers. This will reinforce the seriousness of your
intent. The lawyers may well write to the pirates with
threats of criminal or civil action. This in itself may act
as sufficient deterrent.
b. The second option is to write to one of the local
authorities with a CC: to the offender – asking them to
take action. You should take advice from trusted people
on the ground – your local office, rep, distributor, etc. as
to which the appropriate body is. It might be:
• The police
• Municipal authorities
• A relevant ministry – Justice, Culture or Education,
depending on your location.
It is important to choose your primary addressee wisely.
You can with a CC: to a longer list (hopefully ensuring
that the offender will see this and take note). This might
include any of the above and/or:
• British Embassy (usually the commercial officer/trade
and investment officer in the first instance)
• US Embassy (usually the US trade representative)
• Relevant government ministries in the UK such as the
DTI, UKTI and DFID
• Local office of the European Commission

Book piracy is not a gentlemanly crime. Perpetrators are
often part of sophisticated and potentially violent
organised crime networks. Please proceed with great
caution as to your own safety and of the safety of those
whom you engage to work on your behalf. The key is to
minimise your exposure and that of others. At all times,
try to work closely with the local law enforcers. Although
be aware, of course, that in certain parts of the world
the enforcement apparatus is itself corrupt and that this
needs to be weighed in the balance.

Simon Bell
International Director
The Publishers Association

Hugh Jones
Copyright Counsel
The Publishers Association

NOTES TO LETTER 1A
(TRANSLATION)

1 The letter heading of the company which owns the
rights (or the group which owns that company).

7 If you suspect that copies are being exported as well
as sold locally, say so.

2 Addressing a named individual (if known) is always
more effective, and may be essential.

8 Such penalties may often be applicable, but don’t say
this unless you know it is true.

3 This should be the work (or works) in question. It may
be a single title, or several, or a series. If these are too
many to list here, use a generic heading such as ‘Sales
of Infringing Works’, or ‘Copyright Infringement’ and
attach a separate list of the titles.

9 You may or may not want the unauthorised copies to
be destroyed, depending on whether you feel that a
licensing solution may be possible. If you do want
destruction, ask for evidence, usually a torn front cover,
and statement of number of copies destroyed.

4 Be clear which rights you own or control, and which
are being infringed. It is more common for the author to
own copyrights and for the publisher to own exclusive
publishing rights (as set out here), but if you own the
full copyright say so.

10 It is important to get at least an acknowledgement of
receipt, even if not a satisfactory reply. If no
acknowledgement or reply is forthcoming within, say, a
week, write again with a copy of the earlier letter. Be
persistent. Proof of receipt will deny the recipient the
chance to claim ignorance later on.

5 The country in question. It is crucial to make sure that
your rights cover the territory where the piracy has
taken place. Even if you have world rights, it is still
better to make it clear that this covers Country X.

11 The letter should preferably be signed by a director.

12 It is usually advisable to copy the letter to the
authorities and/or other relevant parties.
6 Most trading nations belong to the Berne Convention,
but not all do. It is advisable to check, since it may give
added grounds for complaint. The WIPO website has
up-to-date details:
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/berne/index.html
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Letter 1A (Translation)
[UK Publisher Ltd1]

Date

The Owner/Director
Company
Address
Country X
Dear Mr./Ms.2
Title A3
We are the publishers of Title A, which is a copyright work in which we own exclusive
publishing rights4 worldwide, including country X5. Those rights are protected under
country X’s copyright law, and internationally under the Berne Convention, to which X
is a signatory6.
It has come to our attention that you have published a language X translation of Title A,
and are currently selling that translation in Country X/elsewhere7. You may not be aware
that making and publishing a translation of any copyright work without consent is
not permitted under X copyright law, and only the copyright owner or exclusive rightsholder may authorise it. We have received no request from you for permission to undertake such a translation, and have not granted any such permission. The translated edition
which you are selling therefore infringes our exclusive rights4. We are sure you will agree
that this is a very serious matter indeed. It is also causing significant damage to our
author’s reputation and our legitimate sales of the work. There are clear penalties under
[X]’s copyright law for such infringement, including fines and/or prison sentences8.
So that this matter may be put right as soon as possible, we must now ask you to do the
following:
• Stop selling this translation at once;
• Destroy all copies of the translation still in stock9; and
• Provide us with a full statement of sales since publication, and details of price.
Please also confirm to us by return that you have received this letter10 safely, and that you
will be taking the actions listed above.
Yours sincerely,

Director11
cc: A, B, C, D12

NOTES TO LETTER 1B
(REPRINT)

1 The letter heading of the company which owns the
rights (or the group which owns that company).

7 If you suspect that copies are being exported as well
as sold locally, say so.

2 Addressing a named individual (if known) is always
more effective, and may be essential.

8 Such penalties may often be applicable, but don’t say
this unless you know it is true.

3 This should be the work (or works) in question. It may
be a single title, or several, or a series. If these are too
many to list here, use a generic heading such as ‘Sales
of Infringing Works’, or ‘Copyright Infringement’ and
attach a separate list of the titles.

9 You may or may not want the unauthorised copies to
be destroyed, depending on whether you feel that a
licensing solution may be possible. If you do want
destruction, ask for evidence, usually a torn front cover,
and statement of number of copies destroyed.

4 Be clear which rights you own or control, and which
are being infringed. It is more common for the author to
own copyrights and for the publisher to own exclusive
publishing rights (as set out here), but if you own the
full copyright say so.

10 It is important to get at least an acknowledgement of
receipt, even if not a satisfactory reply. If no
acknowledgement or reply is forthcoming within, say,
a week, write again with a copy of the earlier letter. Be
persistent. Proof of receipt will deny the recipient the
chance to claim ignorance later on.

5 The country in question. It is crucial to make sure that
your rights cover the territory where the piracy has
taken place. Even if you have world rights, it is still
better to make it clear that this covers Country X.

6 Most trading nations belong to the Berne Convention,
but not all do. It is advisable to check, since it may give
added grounds for complaint. The WIPO website has
up-to-date details:
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/berne/index.html

11 The letter should preferably be signed by
a director.

12 It is usually advisable to copy the letter to
the authorities and/or other relevant parties.
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Letter 1B (Reprint)
[UK Publisher Ltd1]

Date

The Owner/Director
Company
Address
Country X
Dear Mr./Ms.2
Title A3
We are the publishers of Title A, which is a copyright work in which we own
exclusive publishing rights4 worldwide, including country X5. Those exclusive
rights are protected under country X’s copyright law, and internationally under the
Berne Convention, to which X is a signatory6.
It has come to our attention that you have reprinted Title A without our consent, and
are currently (or have been) selling copies of that reprint in Country X/elsewhere7.
You may not be aware that reprinting a copyright work, or copying it in any other way is
not permitted under X copyright law without the rights-holder’s consent. We have
received no request from you for permission to make such a reprint, and have not
granted any such permission. The reprinted copies which you are selling are therefore
illegal copies and infringe our exclusive rights4. We are sure you will agree that this is a
very serious matter indeed. It is also causing us significant loss and damage. There are
clear penalties under [X]’s copyright law for such infringement, including fines and/or
prison sentences8.
So that this matter may be put right as soon as possible, we must now ask you to do the
following:
• Stop selling the reprinted copies at once;
• Destroy all copies of the reprint still in stock9; and
• Provide us with a full statement of sales since publication, and details of price.
Please also confirm to us by return that you have received this letter10 safely, and that
you will be taking the actions listed above.
Yours sincerely,

Director11
cc: A, B, C, D12

NOTES TO LETTER 2
(BOOKSELLER)

1 The letter heading of the company which owns the
rights (or the group which owns that company).

7 Alternatively it may be an unauthorised translation, in
which case amend wording as appropriate.

2 Addressing a named individual (if known) is always
more effective, and may be essential.

8 Such penalties may often be applicable, but don’t say
this unless you know it is true.

3 This should be the work (or works) in question. It may
be a single title, or several, or a series. If these are too
many to list here, use a generic heading such as ‘Sales
of Infringing Works’, or ‘Copyright Infringement’ and
attach a separate list of the titles.

9 It is important to get at least an acknowledgement
of receipt, even if not a satisfactory reply. If no
acknowledgement or reply is forthcoming within, say,
a week, write again with a copy of the earlier letter.
Be persistent. Proof of receipt will deny the recipient
the chance to claim ignorance later on.

4 Be clear which rights you own or control, and which
are being infringed. It is more common for the author to
own copyrights and for the publisher to own exclusive
publishing rights (as set out here), but if you own the
full copyright say so.

5 The country in question. It is crucial to make sure
that your rights cover the territory where the piracy
has taken place. Even if you have world rights, it is
still better to make it clear that this covers Country X.

6 Most trading nations belong to the Berne Convention,
but not all do. It is advisable to check, since it may give
added grounds for complaint. The WIPO website has
up-to-date details:
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/berne/index.html

10 The letter should preferably be signed by
a director.
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Letter 2 (Bookseller)
[UK Publisher Ltd1]

Date

The Owner/Director
Company
Address
Country X
Dear Mr./Ms.2
Title A3
We are the publishers of Title A, which is a copyright work in which we own
exclusive publishing rights4 worldwide, including country X5. Those exclusive
rights are protected under country X’s copyright law, and internationally under the
Berne Convention, to which X is a signatory6.
It has come to our attention that copies of Title A7 which have not been authorised by us
are being sold to the public in your bookshop. These copies are infringing copies7 and it
is illegal to sell them under X’s copyright law. There are substantial penalties under X’s
copyright law for putting such illegal stock on sale, including fines and prison sentences8 .
We must now ask you to do the following:
• Remove these copies7 from sale in your shop immediately;
• Identify to us the source of these copies7 ; and
• Undertake to us that you will not sell such illegal stock in the future.
Please also confirm to us by return that you have received this letter9 safely, and that
you will be taking the action listed above.
Yours sincerely,

Director10

NOTES TO LETTER 3
(MORE SERIOUS)

1 The letter heading of the company which owns
the rights (or the group which owns that company).

7 – Alternatively it may be an unauthorised translation,
in which case amend wording as appropriate.

2 Addressing a named individual (if known) is always
more effective, and may be essential.

8 – If you suspect that copies are being exported as
well as sold locally, say so.

3 This should be the work (or works) in question. It may
be a single title, or several, or a series. If these are too
many to list here, use a generic heading such as ‘Sales
of Infringing Works’, or ‘Copyright Infringement’ and
attach a separate list of the titles.

9 It may be important to be able to quantify the loss in
due course.

4 Be clear which rights you own or control, and which
are being infringed. It is more common for the author to
own copyrights and for the publisher to own exclusive
publishing rights (as set out here), but if you own the
full copyright say so.

5 The country in question. It is crucial to make sure
that your rights cover the territory where the piracy
has taken place. Even if you have world rights, it is
still better to make it clear that this covers Country X.

6 Most trading nations belong to the Berne Convention,
but not all do. It is advisable to check, since it may give
added grounds for complaint. The WIPO website has
up-to-date details:
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/berne/index.html

10 Such penalties may often be applicable, but don’t
say this unless you know it is true.

11 This is a normal deadline, but you may wish
to give more time.

12 The letter should preferably be signed by
a director.

13 It is usually advisable to copy the letter to
the authorities and/or other relevant parties.
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Letter 3 (More Serious)
[UK Publisher Ltd1]

Date

The Owner/Director
Company
Address
Country X
Dear Mr./Ms.2
Title A3
We are the publishers of Title A, which is a copyright work in which we own exclusive
publishing rights4 worldwide, including country X5. That copyright and those
exclusive rights are protected under country X’s copyright law, and internationally
under the Berne Convention, to which X is a signatory6.
It has been brought to our attention that you have reprinted7 Title A without our consent,
and are currently (or have been) selling copies of that reprint7 in Country X/elsewhere8.
Reprinting7 a copyright work, or copying it in any other way is not permitted under X
copyright law without the rightsholder’s consent. We have received no request from you
for permission to make such a reprint7, and have not granted any such permission. The
reprinted7 copies which you are selling are therefore illegal copies and infringe our
exclusive rights4. This is a very serious matter indeed. It is also causing us significant
loss and damage9. There are clear penalties under [X]’s copyright law for such infringement, including fines and/or prison sentences10.
We must therefore ask you as a matter of urgency to make the following written
undertakings within 7/14 days of receipt of this letter:
1. Withdraw all copies of your reprint7 immediately from sale.
2. Destroy/deliver to us any remaining stock.
3. Certify to us immediately that you have done so.
4. Provide to us within 3011 days a sales statement detailing the total number of copies
sold by you and at what price.
5. Undertake not to make or sell any further reprints7 of Title A or any other title of ours
without our prior written consent.
We would be grateful to have an immediate acknowledgement of this letter. However, if
we do not receive the undertakings specified above within the time limit given we will
have no alternative but to take the matter further. Meanwhile our rights under X and
international law are fully reserved.
Yours sincerely,

Director12
cc: A, B, C, D13

NOTES TO LETTER 4
(FOLLOW-UP)

1 The letter heading of the company which owns the
rights (or the group which owns that company).

7 This is a normal deadline, but you may wish to give
more time.

2 Addressing a named individual (if known) is always
more effective, and may be essential.

8 It is always preferable to have the letter signed by
a director.

3 This should be the work (or works) in question. It may
be a single title, or several, or a series. If these are too
many to list here, use a generic heading such as ‘Sales
of Infringing Works’, or ‘Copyright Infringement’ and
attach a separate list of the titles.

9 It is usually advisable to copy the letter to
the authorities and/or other relevant parties.

4 Alternatively, it may be an unauthorised translation,
in which case amend the wording accordingly.

5 It is probably a useful shorthand to say this here,
although you may have an exclusive licence rather than
the full copyright. The rights details will have been sent
in your original letter.

6 You may or may not want the unauthorised copies
destroyed, depending on whether you feel that a
licensing solution may be possible. If you do want
destruction, ask for evidence, usually a torn front cover,
and statement of number of copies destroyed.
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Letter 4 (Follow-up)
[UK Publisher Ltd1]

Date

The Owner/Director
Company
Address
Country X
Dear Mr./Ms.2
Title A3
We wrote to you on [date] concerning an illegal reprint4 of the above work, which we have
reason to believe has been undertaken by your company, in breach of copyright5, but
have as yet received no reply. We enclose a further copy of that letter for your records.
It is essential now that this matter is dealt with immediately. We must therefore ask you
as a matter of urgency to make the following written undertakings within 7 days of receipt
of this letter:
1. Withdraw all copies of your reprint4 immediately from sale.
2. Destroy/deliver to us any remaining stock6.
3. Certify to us immediately that you have done so.
4. Provide to us within 307 days a sales statement detailing the total number of copies
sold by you and at what price.
5. Undertake not to make or sell any further reprints4 of Title A or any other title of ours
without our prior written consent.
Please let us have an immediate acknowledgement of this letter. If we do not receive the
undertakings specified above within the time limit given we will have no alternative but to
consider legal action against you. Meanwhile our rights under X and international law are
fully reserved.
Yours sincerely,

Director8
cc: A, B, C, D9

NOTES ON INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT TREATIES

The Berne Convention
The Berne Convention is the world’s leading copyright
treaty, now acceded to by over 150 nations. Since first
signature in 1886, it has been periodically revised:
the latest act is the Paris Act of 1971, amended by the
WIPO copyright treaty of 1996 (upgrading the copyright
law for the digital age).
Basic principles of the Berne Convention are:
• full reciprocal protection by each member state of
the copyright of each other’s citizens on a ‘national
treatment’ basis, i.e. a French copyright will be
protected in UK courts in the same way UK
copyrights are.
• minimum term of copyright protection (life of an
author plus 50 years, increased in the EU to life plus 70).
• no formalities required (e.g. registration) –
copyright runs from the moment a work is created.
• permitted copyright exceptions (including compulsory
licensing) must comply with the Berne ‘3-step test’:
1 apply in certain special cases only
2 not conflict with normal exploitation of the work
3 not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests
of the author
There are limited provisions in the Paris Act for
compulsory licensing (or translating) by governments
of developing countries, but only where permission
has been sought and is not available/refused, and only
on condition equitable remuneration is paid to the
rights-holder.
The Berne Convention is administered, together with
other intellectual property treaties, by the World
Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) in Geneva – a
UN body. The WIPO website will tell you which countries
are currently members:
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/berne/index.html

The TRIPS Treaty
Most member countries of the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) are signatories to the agreement
on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS). This treaty requires all member states to
provide ‘effective action’ against any infringement of
IP rights, including ‘expeditious remedies to prevent
infringements and remedies which constitute a

deterrent to future infringements’ (Article 41.1). In
addition, these should ‘not be unnecessarily costly, or
entail unreasonable time-limits or unwarranted delays’
(Article 41.2). There are additional requirements to
provide for ‘prompt and effective’ provisional measures,
such as injunctions, in Article 50.
A TRIPS complaint could be made against any WTO
member state failing to provide the above remedies.
However, it would usually be a high-level
intergovernmental complaint, and would need to be
made by the UK government (or possibly the EU
Commission) against the country concerned. It can be
very effective, but is not quick, nor for the faint-hearted.

EU Trade Barrier Regulations
These 1994 regulations prohibit the construction (or
maintenance) by countries beyond the EU (called
‘3rd countries’) of barriers to legitimate trade by EU
member countries or organisations. Systematic failure
to protect copyright would be considered a trade
barrier, but note that evidence will be required that
it is a systematic rather than a one-off failure. The EU
Commission is willing to help with a formal complaint
under the regulations, but they will need a substantial
dossier of evidence. However, the regulations can be a
useful tool, particularly when dealing with countries
anxious to trade with (or join) the EU.

What you are likely to need when making
a complaint:
• Details of recent cases, when actions commenced,
where and in which courts or agencies
• Details of the complaints (which publishers), and
the defendants (pirates)
• Details of the titles involved, authors, and year of
publication
• How long proceedings took (or have taken so far),
any unreasonable costs or delays
• What the outcome was – inadequate fines/prison
terms/nothing at all

Hugh Jones
Copyright Counsel
The Publishers Association

